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4. Explain why Nazi propaganda was effective in creating
a hatred for Jews.
Answer- The Nazis were quite effective in using
propaganda to great effect. They made propaganda films
to create hatred for Jews with the most infamous being
The Eternal Jew. Orthodox Jews were stereotyped and
marked. They were shown with flowing beards, wearing
kaftans and were referred to as rats and vermins who fed
off from good Germans.
Jews were also blamed for Germany’s defeat in World
War I, despite the fact that a large number of them served
with distinction in the conflict. The propaganda by the
Nazis effectively worked on the minds of the people,
making use of the centuries of anti-semitic feelings and
tapping their emotions. This turned their hatred and anger
at those who were blamed for all of Germany’s past and
present ills. And the Nazis would be the remedy for these
‘ills’

5. Explain the role of women in Nazi society. Return to
Chapter 1 on the French Revolution. Write a paragraph
comparing and contrasting the role of women in the two
periods.
Answer- Women in Nazi society were relegated to
housewives who were charged with upholding the honour
of the German race by limiting contacts with ‘undesirables’
and raising as many pure-blooded children as possible.
Those who conformed to this role were given favoured
treatment in hospitals, concessions in shops, theatre
tickets and railway fares. Despite Hitler’s statement on
‘women being the most important citizen’, it did not apply
to every woman. Especially those who deviated from Nazi
ideology. Those that did, risked public humiliation, loss of
civic honour, loss of family, jail sentence and even death.
This was in total contrast to the role of women in the
French Revolution, Where women led movements and
fought for the right to education and the right to equal
wages as men. They could not be forced to marry against
their will. They could also train for jobs, become artists or
run small businesses. Schooling was made compulsory for
them, and they could even hold property.
6. In what ways did the Nazi state seek to establish total
control over its people?

Answer- President of the Weimar Republic Paul Von
Hindenburg made Hitler the chancellor of Germany.
Shortly after, a mysterious fire broke out in the Reichstag,
the parliament building of Germany. Blaming the act of
arson on communists and other ‘enemy of the state, Hitler
passed the First Fire decree in 1933 which suspended the
civic rights like freedom of speech, press and freedom of
assembly. Thus, Hitler effectively started controlling the
German population. Other measures he undertook to
systematically dismantle democracy in Germany were:
(I) ‘The Enabling Act’ was passed, which gave all powers
to Hitler to sideline the parliament and rule by decree.
(ll) All political parties, with the exception of the Nazi Party,
were banned. The members of these banned parties were
either imprisoned, exiled or assassinated.
(III) The communists were eradicated, with the remaining
members being sent to concentration camps.
(IV) Special security forces such as the SA, SS, SD and
Gestapo were created to control and order society in ways
that the Nazis wanted. These organisations were given
extra-judicial powers.

(V) In schools, children were taught to be loyal and
submissive. They were also taught to hate Jews and
worship Hitler. Thus, cultivating a personality cult in the
process.
(VI) Nazi youth organizations, the like ‘Jungvolk’ and
‘Hitler Youth’ were created, where the youth were taught
to hate democracy, communism, Jews and other
‘undesirables’.

